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1.0

INTRODUCTION

Troy Resources Limited (“Troy”) has requested that Behre Dolbear Australia Pty Limited (“BDA”) undertake a
technical due diligence review of the Karouni gold project (“the project”) in Guyana on behalf of the Board in
the context of an oversight role to comment on the status and development of the project, given that no formal
independent study was prepared prior to its development.
The Karouni gold project is located approximately 165 kilometres (“km”) southwest of the capital of Guyana,
Georgetown (Figure 1). The project is wholly owned by Troy and was constructed by Troy for approximately
US$73M. Completion of commissioning was announced in October 2015 and first gold was poured 20
November 2015. The project is undergoing production ramp-up; the nominal design throughput is 80,000 tonnes
per month (“tpm”) or approximately 1 million tonnes per annum (“Mtpa”); steady-state production at design
throughput is targeted by the end of March 2016.
The project is currently based on open pit operations at the Smarts and Hicks deposits, with ore treated in a
gravity/carbon in leach (“CIL”) plant, with target production of approximately 100-120,000 ounces (“oz”) per
annum. Approximately 50% of the gold is forecast to be recovered by gravity methods, and 94% overall gold
recovery is anticipated. Current reserves total approximately 2.6Mt at 3.8 grams per tonne gold (“g/t Au”). To
date significant positive reconciliations have been realised in early grade control work. Resources total 11.8Mt
at 2.8g/t Au.
The project is located along the prospective Guyana Shield greenstone belt. The greenstone belt extends from
Venezuela to French Guiana and hosts a number of shear-related gold deposits within volcanic and sedimentary
rocks with an overall gold inventory in excess of 100 million ounces (“Moz”).
Troy has identified a number of additional open pit and underground targets along strike and sub-parallel to the
Hicks and Smart deposits and anticipates significant extensions to the life of mine (“LOM”) reserves. These
prospects generally lie within 15km of the CIL plant, and exploration drilling is underway on aero magnetic and
ground magnetic targets.
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BDA’s project review covers geology, exploration, resources and reserves, mining, processing, infrastructure,
environmental and social aspects, project approvals, Equator Principles review, life of mine production plans,
capital and operating costs and project risks. BDA visited the project site from the 17-19 February 2016 and had
discussions with project management and senior technical staff; BDA also visited the analytical laboratory
facilities in Georgetown and had meetings with the Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) and the Guyana
Geology and Mines Commission (“GGMC”).
BDA is the Australian subsidiary of Behre Dolbear & Company Inc., an international minerals industry
consulting group which has operated continuously worldwide since 1911, with offices in Denver, New York,
Toronto, Vancouver, Guadalajara, Santiago, Hong Kong, London and Sydney. Behre Dolbear specialises in
mineral evaluations, due diligence studies, independent expert reports, independent engineer certification,
valuations, and technical reviews of resources, reserves, mining and processing operations and project feasibility
studies.
BDA has reviewed the project resources and reserves in accordance with Australian industry standards and for
compliance with the Australasian Code for Reporting Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves
prepared by the Joint Committee of the Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, Australian Institute of
Geoscientists and Minerals Council of Australia, December 2012 (“the JORC Code”). BDA has not undertaken
an audit of the data, re-estimated the resources or reserves, or reviewed the tenement status with respect to any
legal or statutory issues. Troy has advised that there are no title impediments to the operation and that all project
tenements are in good standing.
This report provides an independent assessment for the Board of Troy of the technical, environmental and social
aspects of the Karouni operation, the life of mine plan and potential risks. The report does not constitute a
technical or legal audit. Neither the whole nor any part of this report nor any reference thereto may be included
in, or with, or attached to any document or used for any purpose without BDA’s written consent to the form and
context in which it appears.
Summary of Key Findings










BDA considers there is a high probability that a systematic well-funded exploration effort will identify
additional mineable reserves with good potential to at least double existing reserves.
BDA has not undertaken an audit of the geological data as part of this review, however from discussions
with project staff and review of geological reports and drill core, BDA considers that the drilling, sampling
and assaying programmes have been professionally undertaken and the processes and procedures are
generally in accordance with industry standards. QA/QC results indicate that the sampling and assaying
data are generally reliable and without material bias and bulk density determination procedures appear
appropriate.
In BDA’s opinion, the geological data base forms an appropriate and reasonable basis for resource and
reserve estimation.
BDA considers the reserve modelling provides a reliable, if slightly conservative guide to the potential
mineralisation within the currently designed open pits. The current resource and reserve classifications are
considered to be appropriate and consistent with the JORC Code.
BDA considers there is significant potential to increase the open pit reserves with expansions along strike
and perhaps in depth. The zone at depth below Smarts also appears to have good potential for future
conversion to an underground reserve, but additional drilling is required to infill and upgrade the
confidence level.
There are some risks associated with the mining operation; the mining fleet is already incurring low
availability after only one year of production. Several areas need to be improved, with the workshop area
containing a number of broken down trucks and ancillary equipment. The workshop is not yet fully
equipped and there is a shortage of critical spares. Operating conditions within the pits, particularly in the
Smarts pit in saprolite are poor, with uneven in-pit haul roads impacting productivity and equipment
condition.
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It is understood that cash shortages have meant that funds were not available to fully complete the
workshop during the commissioning phase, and spares supplies have similarly been impacted. Troy is
moving to improve the availability of the mine fleet and lift production. BDA considers there may be some
shortfall in mine production in the short term due to the above difficulties, but the hire arrangements with
Farm Supplies appears to provide a workable solution. With reasonable stockpiles of ore available, and the
mill still ramping up, overall production forecasts should still be achievable.
The design of the Karouni CIL plant appears to be generally appropriate for the ore planned to be
processed over the currently anticipated five year life of the operation, based on the results of testwork
carried out on drill core samples over the last three years.
Initial plant performance has been reasonable. In January 2016, around 59,000t of ore was processed to
produce a calculated 6,600oz of gold, based on tonnage milled, milled ore grade and estimated gold
recovery.
In BDA’s opinion the infrastructure facilities in place are reasonable and appropriate and are unlikely to
present any significant technical risks, despite the relative remoteness of the site.
In BDA’s opinion, Troy has made a concerted attempt to operate its business from the beginning, in
conformance with the Equator Principles and IFC Performance Standards. It is, however, early days in the
project’s development and is an ongoing process that still has quite a way to go, which is to be expected and
normal in a project that has only been operating for a short period. Importantly, the Company has an
appropriate programme in place to work towards continuous improvement with respect to achieving full
conformance of this Category A project with the Equator Principles and IFC Performance Standards,
ICMC as well as (ultimately) with ISO 14001 compliance.
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BDA has conducted an independent technical, environmental and social review of the Karouni gold project in
central northern Guyana. The review has included the resources and reserves, the mine plan, geotechnical and
hydrological aspects, mining and processing operations, site waste and water management, environmental and
social aspects, infrastructure, and estimated capital and operating costs.
BDA visited Troy’s Perth head office and the project site in Guyana in February 2016. Discussions have been
held with management and technical personnel. BDA has also had discussions with government regulatory
personnel in the Environmental Protection Agency and the Guyana Geology and Mining Commission in
Georgetown. BDA’s review has focussed on the Base Case Financial Model (“BCFM”) and associated LOM
plan, Mineral Resource and Ore Reserve estimates presented by Troy.
2.2

Project Overview and History

The Karouni project is located approximately 165km southwest of Georgetown, Guyana and 35km northwest of
the former Omai Gold Mine, within a northwest-southeast belt of mineralised basement rocks which extends
west into Venezuela and east into Suriname and French Guiana. Within this greenstone belt there are more than
ten plus million ounce deposits including deposits such as Las Christinas (17Mozs) and Gross Rosebel (14Mozs)
Figure 2).
Extensive artisanal mining is carried out in Guyana, but Karouni, and Aurora to the northwest, are the only large
scale operating mines in the country. Karouni has a current target production of 100-120,000oz per annum. The
Aurora mine 150km to the northwest is owned by Guyana Goldfields Inc. of Canada and poured its first gold in
August 2015. Aurora is targeting production of 180,000oz of gold per annum with reserves to support a 16 year
mine life.
The Omai mine to the east of Karouni operated for 13 years from 1993-2005 and produced 3.7Mozs. Gold
production averaged approximately 200,000ozs per annum.
Troy has been operating in South America since 2002 with gold operations in Brazil (Sertao, closed, and
Andorinhas, currently being rehabilitated) as well as Argentina (Casposo, transitioning to care and maintenance).
In 2013 Troy commenced discussions with Azimuth Resources Limited (“Azimuth”) who owned the Karouni
project and had put together a substantial tenement package in the area. Troy undertook due diligence on the
Azimuth ground and funded an Azimuth drilling programme over the Smarts and Hicks zones. In July 2013
Troy completed the acquisition of Azimuth and assumed control of Azimuth’s West Omai (re-named Karouni)
project.
Troy completed a pre-feasibility study in mid-2014 and a decision was made to proceed to development.
Engineering and construction took approximately one year at a cost of around US$73M. Construction was
largely managed by Troy’s in-house team, with experience of operations in Brazil and Argentina, supplemented
by contracting and consulting groups under Troy’s management. Completion of commissioning was announced
in October 2015 and first gold was poured 20 November 2015.
The project is undergoing production ramp-up; the nominal design throughput is 80,000tpm or approximately
1Mtpa; steady-state production at design throughput is targeted by the end of March 2016.
Current operations are based on two principal deposits Smarts and Hicks, each with multiple small pits along
strike, some of which will amalgamate over time to form larger pits. A deeper lode has also been identified at
Smarts with potential for underground development. The mineralisation is associated with a major shear,
striking northwest-southeast, the Smarts-Hicks-Omai shear; the Omai mine was also located on this structure.
The project tenements cover approximately 30km of the strike of this prospective structure and subparallel
shears occur to the north and to the south, each associated with gold mineralisation and alluvial mining. Troy
has identified over 30 targets to date and is progressively exploring these to increase the projects resources,
reserves and mine life.
2.3

Ownership/Tenement Holdings/Permitting

The Karouni project is owned and managed by Troy, through its wholly-owned subsidiary Troy Resources
Guyana Inc. (Guyana) (“TRGI”). A number of tenements and agreements are held by the wholly-owned
Azimuth subsidiary, Pharsalus Gold Inc. (“PGI”). All the Karouni assets held by PGI are in the process of being
transferred to TRGI.
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The Karouni project comprises a single (large scale) mining licence (LM41: P-3), 40 (small scale) claim
licences, 200 (medium scale) prospecting permits and 37 (medium scale) mining permits (Figure 2) issued in
accordance with the Mining Act, 1989 and the Mining Regulations.
The project tenements cover an aggregate area of 96,429 hectares (“ha”) or 964 square kilometres (“km2”). The
tenements grant the holders the right to explore for gold and diamonds. The tenements have been acquired by
either direct grant to the Company (6,135ha to TRGI) or by contractual agreements with the Guyanese tenement
holders (90,294ha). TRGI, in partnership with thirteen vendors, holds a combined 277 permits/blocks in 18
agreements outside of the Mining Licence. Troy holds or retains an interest in 37 Mining Permits Medium
Scale, 200 Prospecting Permits Medium Scale and 40 Small Scale Claims. Apart from the Kaburi Agreement
(11,367ha), which provides for the Company to earn a 90% interest, all other vendor agreements provide the
company with the right to obtain an ultimate interest of 100%.
The Minerals Agreement was approved in 2014 laying the foundation for the subsequently granted Mining
Licence in February 2015, which is valid for 20 years. Approval of the Environmental and Social Impact
Assessment (“ESIA”) was followed by issue of the Environment Permit in January 2015 (valid for 4 years).
The project is being managed in accordance with the requirements of the International Cyanide Management
Code (“ICMC”) to the extent it is feasible in Guyana, and Troy aspires to eventually be certified under the ISO
Environmental Management Standard ISO 14001. The project was commenced on an Equator Principles (“EP”)
basis, including consideration of EP and International Finance Corporation Performance Standards (“IFC PS”).
BDA has been advised by the company that it is in full compliance with Government tenement and permitting
requirements.
Geology/Mineralisation
Guyana is located within the Guiana Shield, which extends from Venezuela through Guyana, Suriname and
French Guiana to Brazil (Figure 2). Geological reconstruction suggests the Guiana Shield was once connected to
the West African Craton, prior to continental break-up in the Mesozoic and the opening of the Atlantic Ocean.
There is a strong correlation of the Proterozoic greenstone belts and structures in both regions, and both areas are
well-endowed with gold mineralisation.
The Guiana Shield is subdivided into a series of west-northwest trending granite greenstone belts. The Karouni
project is located within the southernmost Mazaruni Greenstone Belt. The greenstones comprise a sequence of
tholeiitic basalts with mafic and ultramafic flows and sills, overlain by intermediate and felsic volcanics, overlain
in turn by greywackes, shales and clastic basin sediments and intruded by granites, and granodiorites. The entire
greenstone belt is metamorphosed to greenschist facies. The greenstone belts are bounded by a series of westnorthwest oriented shears which are associated with significant gold mineralisation.
The Karouni project is located approximately 35km northwest of the former Omai gold mine. The projects lie
along the same Mazaruni Belt. Open pit gold mining was carried out at Omai over 13 years from 1993 – 2005,
producing 3.7Mozs of gold. Gold was associated with quartz veining within a major west-northwest trending
shear structure.
The Karouni project tenements cover approximately 35km of strike and include a number of prospective shear
systems. The project is centred along the west-northwest trending Smarts-Hicks-Omai shear zone. Parallel
shear zones (from south to north) include the Mona, Saintes, Smarts-Hicks, Norby-Gibbs, Goldstar and Gem
Creek zones (Figure 3).
Gold mineralisation at Karouni is focussed along the northwest trending shear zones and associated structures.
Gold is predominantly found in quartz veins and in the associated wall rock alteration halos. The gold is
generally free, and visible gold is not uncommon. Work to date has focussed on two areas of mineralisation, the
Smarts and Hicks deposits along the Smarts-Hicks Omai shear zone. The Smarts mineralisation is hosted within
sub-parallel shears within a mafic volcanic sequence. The shears appear to have a dextral movement and where
the shears separate, north-south veins are developed linking the main structures and can carry narrow high grade
mineralisation.
Mineralisation at the Hicks deposit is located on the same Smarts-Hicks-Omai shear structure, about 4km to the
southeast of the Smarts deposit. Mineralisation is hosted within the sheared mafic volcanic sequence, but at
Hicks significant mineralisation is also hosted by felsic porphyries which have intruded the shear zone and are
fractured and brecciated.
The Smarts deposit is being mined in a series of pits to a maximum planned depth of 140m and over a strike
length of around 1.5km. The pits are numbered from the southeast to the northwest Stage 1, Stage 4, Stage 2 and
Stage 3, and ultimately all link up (Figure 4). Currently Stage 2 and 3 pits are being mined.
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The Hicks deposit is planned to be mined in three separate pits, numbered from the northwest to the southeast
Hicks Stage 1, 2 and 3 covering a strike length of around 1km (Figure 4). Mining has commenced in Hicks 3.
Hicks 3 and 2 are separated by a barren Mesozoic dyke, but recent planning suggests that Hicks 1 and 2 pits may
join up and there is potential for a further extension of Hicks 1 along the shear to the northwest.
Drilling beneath the Smarts pits has demonstrated the mineralisation continues with depth, and beneath Smarts 2
and 3 pits there is a significant lode containing (based on current drilling) around 300,000t of mineralisation at
approximately 5g/t Au, with reasonable potential for underground mining (Figure 5). Further work is required
but conceptually it is envisaged that underground ore could supplement open pit material by Year 4.
The basement rocks at Karouni are commonly overlain by 20-30m of transported White Sands and underlying
clays which obscure the basement rocks. This complicates exploration but Troy has used magnetics and
geochemistry of the regolith to identify the major structures and potential host horizons. Given the delineation
of the Smarts-Hicks zone, the Smarts underground potential and the location of the Omai mine along the same
belt to the southeast, there is good potential for discovery of further mineralisation along the belt.
The Smarts-Hicks shear has been the focus of Troy’s exploration to date and approximately 90% of drilling
during 2013-2015 was concentrated on resource and reserve drilling at Smarts and Hicks. Relatively little
detailed investigation has been carried out to date on the rest of the strike length of the major mineralised shear
structures, but four additional sub-parallel northwest shear zones have been identified, from Mona and Saintes to
the south and Norby-Gibbs and Gem Creek to the north.
A number of target zones are associated with these structures (Figure 3); overall Troy has identified 30 targets
requiring follow-up drilling. Troy plans to carry out relatively inexpensive air core and reverse circulation
drilling to undertake first-pass testing of as many of the highest ranked targets as possible. Mineralised
intersections will be followed up with systematic RC drilling.
Resources/Reserves
Resource Estimates
Resource estimates for Smarts, Hicks and the Larken deposit have been completed by Troy’s Mineral Resource
Manager. Resource outlines were constructed using cross sectional interpretations and a nominal gold cut off of
0.5g/t Au. Geological logging of drill holes was used to create weathering surfaces and geological boundaries.
Modelling and wireframing were completed using Vulcan software. Statistical analysis and variography were
carried out and resources were estimated using Ordinary Kriging block modelling and reported at a 1g/t Au cut
off. Given the more limited data coverage, an inverse distance squared (“ID2”) estimate was used for Larken.
The resource estimates as of 30 June 2014 are summarised in Table 2.1. Mining and processing have now
commenced, but no allowance is made for mining depletion in these figures. Resources total 11.8Mt at 2.84g/t
Au with 1.1Mozs of contained gold. The resource is categorised as 19% Measured, 33% Indicated and 48%
Inferred.
Table 2.1
Summary of Karouni Mineral Resources by Deposit – 30 June 2015
Deposit

Category

Tonnage
Mt

Gold Grade
Au g/t

Contained Au
kozs

Smarts

Measured
Indicated
Inferred
Subtotal
Indicated
Inferred
Subtotal
Inferred
Subtotal
Measured
Indicated
Inferred
Total

2.2
1.0
2.3
5.4
2.9
3.2
6.1
0.2
0.2
2.2
3.9
5.7
11.8

5.0
3.6
2.5
3.7
2.1
1.9
2.0
3.7
3.7
5.0
2.5
2.2
2.8

352
114
185
651
199
196
395
30
30
352
313
411
1,076

Hicks
Larken
Total

Note: cut off 1.0g/t Au
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Troy has further subdivided the resource in terms of material type – Oxide, Transitional, and Fresh. This
breakdown is summarised in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2
Summary of Karouni Mineral Resources by Ore Type – 30 June 2015
Deposit

Category

Total

Oxide
Transitional
Fresh
Total

Tonnage
Mt

Gold Grade
Au g/t

Contained Au
kozs

0.5
0.4
10.9
11.8

3.5
4.4
2.8
2.8

57
53
965
1,076

Note: cut off 1.0g/t Au

BDA considers the resource methodology and procedures to be reasonable and appropriate and overall considers
the resource estimates provide a reasonable guide to the known in situ mineralisation at Karouni as of the time of
estimation. The reporting of resources meets the requirements and guidelines under the JORC Code 2012.
Reserves
Ore Reserves represent that part of a Measured or Indicated Resource which is planned to be mined,
incorporating mining dilution and allowing for mining losses, and on which a sufficient level of mine planning,
mine design and scheduling have been carried out to demonstrate economic viability. Under the JORC Code,
Inferred Resources are deemed too poorly delineated to be transferred into a reserve category.
Karouni reserves are limited to the Smarts and Hicks open pits, being the only areas of Measured and Indicated
resources defined to date. Troy’s conceptual mine plan involves significant cut backs to some of the open pits,
extensions along strike and development of a Smarts underground project. However, whilst these are promising
opportunities with a good chance of successful development, all at this stage are based on Inferred resources or
exploration potential. The Measured and Indicated resources as of the 30 June 2015 statement totalled 6.1Mt at
Smarts and Hicks at an average grade of 3.4g/t Au containing 665,000 ounces of gold. Within this resource Troy
has estimated a Proved and Probable open pit reserve of 2.6Mt at 3.8g/t Au containing 323,000ozs of gold. A
breakdown of the reserve is shown in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3
Summary of Karouni Ore Reserve – 30 June 2015
Deposit

Category

Tonnage
Mt

Gold Grade
Au g/t

Smarts

Proved
Probable
Subtotal
Probable
Subtotal
Proved
Probable
Total

1.7
0.1
1.8
0.8
0.8
1.7
0.9
2.6

4.7
3.4
4.7
2.0
2.0
4.7
2.1
3.8

Hicks
Total

Contained Au
kozs
264
4
268
55
55
264
59
323

Note: cut off 1.0g/t Au

The open pit reserves include oxide (17%), transitional (11%) and fresh material (72%).
The resource block models were imported into Whittle pit optimisation software and a series of pit shells
generated. Slope angles varied from 45° in the overburden and oxide material to 70° in fresh material. Dilution
of 10% was assumed with a mining loss of 5%. Open pit mining costs were based on US$5/t of material mined
with processing costs of US$23/t of ore milled. Gold recovery of 94% was assumed with a gold price of
US$1,300/oz.
While some of these parameters might be further refined based on experience to date and current costs and
prices, nevertheless BDA considers the parameters selected represent a reasonable approach to reserve
determination. BDA notes that while Inferred resources are not considered adequately defined to include in a
formal reserve statement, Inferred resources in-pit which are proved up by grade control drilling will of course
be mined as ore, adding to the overall mining inventory.
Overall BDA considers the reserves a reasonable and probably conservative guide to open pit mineable ore,
based on the information at the time of estimation. BDA considers there is significant potential to increase the
open pit reserves with expansions along strike and perhaps in depth. The zone at depth below Smarts appears to
have good potential for future conversion to an underground reserve, but additional drilling is required to infill
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and upgrade the confidence level. Further discoveries along one or more of the mineralised corridors within the
Karouni leases could materially add to the reserves and mine life. Additional pits the size of Smarts and Hicks is
the most likely outcome, but there is always potential for a much larger discovery given the number of million
ounce plus deposits already identified along the Mazaruni Greenstone Belt.
Mine Reconciliation
Reconciliation is the process of comparing the tonnes and grade actually mined per bench or per month with the
block model resource tonnes and grade depleted from that mined area. The tonnes and grade mined are
estimated from the detailed grade control drilling. To complete the reconciliation process the tonnes and grade
of ore mined is also compared with the ore milled figures derived from the monthly metallurgical balance.
Some of the mined ore will remain on stockpile at the end of the month and these tonnes can be estimated from
month-end surveys and a grade control estimated grade can be allocated.
TRGI compiles the reconciliation data on a monthly and project to date basis. The comparisons reported so far
have focussed on the block model resource and the grade control data. As noted above, a complete
reconciliation picture needs to include the final results through the mill. BDA has included the reported mill data
in the tables below. TRGI advises that to the end of January 2016 the mill had processed 124,461t of ore
averaging 3.27g/t Au, and 75,611t of ore at an estimated grade of 2.02g/t Au remained on stockpile.
The TRGI mine reconciliation figures for the period from start-up through to end January 2016 are summarised
in Table 2.4. Ore mining started in April 2015 at Hicks, and May 2015 at Smarts. Data in Table 2.4 includes the
tonnes, gold grade and contained metal for Ore Reserve depletion, ore mined (based on grade control model data
and pit surveys) and mill reconciled production data plus stockpiles.
Table 2.4
Karouni Project to Date Reserve, Grade Control and Mill Reconciliation Data – to end January 2016
Project to Date

Estimation Basis

Tonnes

Grade
g/t Au

Contained Gold
Ounces

Grade Control vs Reserve

Actual Mined – Grade Control
242,613
3.12
24,333
Block Model Depleted
159,273
2.43
12,453
Reconciliation Percentage
152
128
195
Mill vs Grade Control
Actual Milled +S/P
200,072
2.79
17,994
Actual Mined – Grade Control
242,613
3.12
24,333
Reconciliation Percentage
82
89
74
Mill vs Resource
Actual Milled +S/P
200,072
2.79
17,994
Block Model Depleted
159,273
2.43
12,453
Reconciliation Percentage
126
115
144
Note: mill totals to end January 2016 comprise 124,461t milled at 3.27g/t Au (13,086ozs) plus stockpiles of 75,611t at 2.02g/t Au (4,908ozs)
giving a total of 200,072t at 2.79g/t Au (17,994ozs)

The pit grade control data shows a strong positive reconciliation versus the reserves, with 50% more ore tonnes,
nearly 30% higher grade and almost double the reserve ounces. A closer assessment of the numbers shows that
the bulk of the positive reconciliation is attributable to Smarts. While there is a very strong positive
reconciliation in the upper benches (partially attributable to elevation and palaeochannel factors and possibly
supergene effects) a solid positive reconciliation has continued on the lower benches. The close spaced grade
control drilling has identified additional north-south structures which, though narrow, can contain significant
high grade veins. These structures were not easily recognised in the resource drilling and have contributed to a
substantial positive reconciliation. At Hicks the major positive reconciliations relate to the upper benches;
performance of the last two benches has been generally in line with reserve predictions.
The mill data gives a slightly more moderate view. Mill plus stockpile tonnages are 18% below the grade
control estimate, the grade is 11% below the grade control estimate and the contained ounces are 26% below the
grade control estimate. While the mill figures are impacted by the accuracy of the stockpile estimates,
nevertheless there is a strong suggestion that the grade control data, taken alone, may be over-estimating the
degree of positive reconciliation. A variance between mill data and grade control data is not unusual and this
emphasises the importance of carrying the reconciliation through from the resource model to the mill, not relying
only on the resource model and grade control comparison.
However, even with the more modest mill figures, the overall reconciliation, mill to reserve model, still shows a
significant positive outcome with 26% more tonnes, 15% higher grade and 44% more ounces.
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Mining
Mine Planning
Mining at Karouni uses conventional open pit mining methods with 50t hydraulic excavators and 40t articulated
dump trucks. A total of 189,000t of ore and approximately 4.1Mt of waste have been mined from start up in
November 2014 to December 2015. The mine plan includes extraction of ore from three separate deposits,
Smarts, Hicks and Larken, by open pit mining, and an underground mine at Smarts. The Smarts deposit is
approximately 1km north of the run of mine (“ROM”) stockpile and process plant (Figure 5). Hicks deposit is
approximately 3km south of the ROM stockpile; Larken deposit is approximately 2.5km east of the ROM
stockpile.
The pits at Smarts and Hicks are made up of a number of staged pits. The underground mine plan is based on a
conceptual plan to extract the deeper high grade resources below the Smarts open pits with standard mechanised
mining equipment accessed via a decline from the bottom of Smarts 3 pit applying Avoca underground mining
methods.
Total open pit ore mined in the LOM schedule is 3.9Mt at a grade of 3.1g/t Au containing 396 thousand ounces
(“kozs”) of gold. Underground ore mining is scheduled to commence in 2017 and continue over a four year
period with a total of 0.81Mt mined at a grade of 5.0g/t Au containing 131kozs Au. This underground inventory
includes Inferred and unclassified resources which comprise approximately 40% of the total scheduled ore.
The mining inventory from both open pit and underground for the LOM totals 4.7Mt at a grade of 4.5g/t Au
containing 527kozs; the split of the contained gold is 25% from underground and 75% from open pit mining, of
which around two thirds is from open pit reserves.
Auralia Mining Consulting (“Auralia”) carried out the mine planning and scheduling of the open pits at Smarts,
Hicks and Larken. Auralia prepared Ore Reserves for Smarts 1, 2, 3 and 4 and Hicks 1, 2 and 3 pits. In the
LOM schedule the four Smart pit stages are included together with the mining of Hicks 3 pit. Hicks 1 and 2
have been re-optimised and are now mined together in an enlarged pit referred to as Hicks Cutback. The cutback
includes the current Hicks 1 and 2 ore reserves but also incorporates substantial additional resources.
It is anticipated in the current planning that larger mining equipment will be used with a lower mining cost.
From the optimisation process Pit Shell 32 was chosen based on the economic analysis. Shell 32 comprises four
pits covering a strike of around 2km with the smaller pits in the north and a larger pit in the south encompassing
the previous Hicks 1 and 2 reserve pits.
A mine schedule has been produced from Shell 32, referred to as the Hicks Cutback, and this makes up the
majority of ore mined in the second half of the LOM schedule; the shell contains some Inferred resources
(approximately 10%) but is principally based on Indicated resources. Further detailed planning is required to
determine mining parameters, development strategy and management of the water courses that cross the Hicks
mine area.
A number of creeks cross the strike of the Smarts and Hicks open pits and Worley Parsons Group (“Worley
Parsons”) provided designs for the necessary diversions. A major creek crosses the southeastern end of Smarts
and has been diverted with a haul road crossing constructed as part of the project development. There will be a
requirement to divert two prominent creeks in the Hicks mine area with the Cutback open pit.
Mining Operations
Mining operations are carried out on two 12 hour shifts with three 50t Doosan hydraulic excavators and 12 40t
Doosan articulated dump trucks. A fleet of ancillary equipment includes two D8T CAT dozers, 3 D6 CAT
dozers, two 14G/H CAT graders. Two 980H CAT wheel loaders are used on the ROM stockpile. Two blast
hole drill rigs (Furukawa HCR drill rigs) are operated by the contractor Exploservice Guyana Inc.
(“Exploservice”). These rigs drill both grade control and blast holes.
At the time of the visit five dump trucks were not operational due principally to drive train failures. The high
rolling resistance of the overlying White Sands has impacted on the truck fleet wear rates. Troy has hired two
25t trucks and a 40t truck to temporarily improve the mine production levels while the Doosan truck issues are
resolved. Doosan has been made aware of these issues and mobilised a technical team to site to review remedial
measures. In addition, Troy is investigating an arrangement with the Doosan agent, Farm Supplies Ltd (“Farm
Supplies”), to supply three extra 40t trucks on hire with an option to purchase the trucks with the hire charges
credited against the purchase cost.
Dozer availability is also limited at the present time and this is mostly impacting operations on the waste dumps
and ROM pad management practices. Problems with the availability of graders and dozers early in the year
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(leading to haul road maintenance issues and higher wear and tear on the trucks) is being corrected by using hire
equipment.
Equipment maintenance and maintaining adequate critical spares on site are critical areas requiring attention.
TRGI advises that some of these issues relate to initial cash flow restrictions and these should ease once the
operation is at full production. In the meantime TRGI notes that the hire arrangements with Farm Supplies is a
reasonably cost effective option.
Geotechnical
Peter O’Bryan and Associates (“PBA”) carried out a feasibility level geotechnical investigation and assessment
of the Smarts deposit in May 2014. PBA recommended slope parameters to be applied to the Smarts pit designs.
Since mining commenced Troy has flattened the slope angle of the overburden sand due to high saturation levels
and slumping in the sand. PBA identified a number of risk factors which need to be monitored as the pits are
developed.
Generally the Smarts pits are performing reasonably well. There has been a localised bench failure in the eastern
wall of Smarts 2 pit which may have been due to an unfavourable structure in the oxidized material. Troy
indicated that a small cutback may be required to stabilise the wall prior to Smarts 2 being deepened. PBA is
providing ongoing external review and will visit site shortly.
There has been no specific geotechnical assessment of the Hicks open pits. The slope parameters in Smarts were
applied to the comparable various rock types in the Hicks 3 pit. The pit wall conditions at Hicks 3 are
reasonable with some minor bench scale failures. BDA considers geotechnical assessment is required before
Hicks Cutback is developed.
Processing
The Karouni gold ore processing plant design is based on testwork on a range of ore samples carried out for Troy
at several laboratories in Western Australia. The plant was constructed during 2015 and commissioning
commenced in October; first gold production occurred on 20 November 2015
The process includes two-stage crushing of the ore followed by grinding to around 80% finer than 75 microns
(“µm”), gravity recovery of coarse gold, dewatering of the ground ore in a thickener, cyanide leaching using the
carbon-in-leach (CIL) process, recovery of adsorbed gold from the carbon, electrowinning of the gold from
solution, and smelting of electrowinning sludge.
Cyanide in CIL tailings is destroyed using the
metabisulphite/air process. Design throughput is 1Mtpa.
Chemical analysis on a range of samples indicated that the ore is amenable to CIL processing; base metal,
mercury and sulphur levels are low. Comminution testwork results demonstrated that primary ore is hard when
ground in SAG mill mode, but of medium competency when ground in a ball mill. The ore is not abrasive.
Up to 60% of the gold in the ore appears to be gravity recoverable and overall recovery after leaching was in the
range in the range 93-96% at a 75µm grind.
Three months after plant start-up, plant throughput has reached around 0.7Mtpa equivalent (70% of target) and
gold production of around 6.5koz was achieved in January 2016 (around 80% of target). TRGI anticipates
ramping up to full production by the end of March, 2016.
Infrastructure
Infrastructure facilities on site are generally adequate and appropriate. Workforce accommodation and messing
facilities are provided in an accommodation village. The total site workforce is around 250, all of whom
commute to the operation either by road or by air. An airstrip adjacent to the camp provides regular flights to
Georgetown. Georgetown is serviced by commercial flights from New York, Panama, Trinidad, Barbados and
elsewhere in the region.
Site buildings including administration and technical offices, stores and workshops are adequate and appropriate.
Consumables and other supplies for the operation are imported through the port at Georgetown which is around
165km from the site, and trucked to the site on mainly unsealed roads. These can be in poor condition,
particularly during the wetter months, but the high rainfall does not appear to interrupt transport operations to the
mine.
Site roads comprise a main access road from the lease boundary to the process plant area and haul roads to
connect the processing and mining facilities with the camp and the airstrip. Site roads are generally in good
condition but pit haul roads are being impacted but the lack of operational graders and dozers.
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Power is supplied by an on-site diesel-fired power station with an installed capacity of 12 megawatts (“MW”);
the projects power requirement is around 6MW.
Water supply is from a number of springs in the catchment of the tailings storage facility (“TSF”). The TSF also
harvests surface run-off from the project area which provides process water to the mill.
Mobile phone services on site are provided by the regional service provider Digicel. Data transmission is via a
satellite system to be replaced by a microwave link to Georgetown within a couple of months.
Mobile equipment and light vehicles for managerial and supervisory staff are adequate for the operation.
Bullion shipments are despatched under armed guard from the Gold Room to the HeliPad at the Mill Site and
then flown to Georgetown, from where the shipment is air freighted to a refinery.
Environmental and Community Issues and Equator Principles
The key environmental issue for the project relates to the potential for offsite water contamination via site
contaminated water run-off. Mitigation measures are being fine-tuned with the assistance of expert professionals
to ensure that such impacts are prevented or the risks minimised by properly engineered and well managed
facilities.
TRGI advises that the Company is in full compliance with Government permitting and environmental
requirements and is subject to annual reporting to, and inspections of, environmental and reclamation
performance by both the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and Guyana Geology and Mines Commission
(GGMC).
There have been no reportable environmental incidents since commencement of operations.
There are no large population centres close to the mine operations and the principal activities are forestry and
alluvial mining. The nearest Amerindian (indigenous) community is at Kaburi, approximately 30km from the
mine site with around 300 residents. TRGI is undertaking measures including the implementation of an
Indigenous Peoples/Community Development programme that provides support to the community with an array
of community benefits, however this is still in the early stages of execution. The key social issues relate to
community concerns about employment and business opportunities and assistance with health and education.
Small scale alluvial mining is carried out at several sites in the general area, with the local miners based in
temporary camps or living in a small local community at 14 Mile Issano Village which is close to the Karouni
site. Some alluvial operations continue within the company’s concession on an agreed basis.
Troy has made a concerted effort to operate its business from the beginning, in conformance with the Equator
Principles and IFC Performance Standards. It is, however, early days in the project’s development and is an
ongoing process that still has a way to go, as the project has been operating for only a short period. Importantly,
the Company has an appropriate programme in place to work towards continuous improvement with respect to
achieving full conformance of this Category A project with the Equator Principles and IFC Performance
Standards, International Cyanide Management Code (ICMC) as well as, ultimately, with International
Environmental Standard ISO 14001
Life of Mine Plan/Production Schedule
The production schedule in Table 2.5 is based on the schedule from the project financial model titled “160215
1704 Group Cashflow Model Forecast.xlsm” (“Project Model”).
Table 2.5
Karouni Operation - Projected Production Schedule
Item

Unit

2016
Plan

2017
Plan

2018
Plan

Mining
O/P Ore Mined
Mt
0.98
1.15
0.60
O/P Waste
Mt
7.47
8.19
11.33
Strip Ratio
W:O
7.7
7.2
19.0
O/P Material Mined
Mt
8.45
9.34
11.93
Underground Ore Mined
Mt
0.02
0.18
Processing
Ore Milled
Mt
0.95
0.98
0.98
Ore Grade
g/t Au
4.03
4.04
3.31
Au Recovery
%
94
94
94
Au Production
koz
114.9
119.7
98.1
Note: there is a minor quantity of ore and waste mined by open pit in 2020; the milling
0.25Mt at a grade of 0.6g/t Au and opening stockpile of 0.13Mt at a grade of 2.1g/t Au

2019
Plan

2020
Plan

1.19
6.59
5.6
7.78
0.45

0.00
0.00
1.2
0.01
0.15

2021
Plan

Total
Plan
3.92
33.59
8.6
37.51
0.81

0.98
0.98
0.24
5.11
3.56
2.19
0.63
3.29
94
94
94
94
105.6
65.2
4.5
508
schedule includes processing mineralised waste of
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The LOM open pit schedule is considered reasonably robust for the next two years as ore production from the
open pits is from the Ore Reserves for Smarts pits and Hicks 3 pit. In 2018 and 2019 ore production is
predominantly from the Hicks Cutback; detailed planning and geotechnical assessment is required to be
completed and hence production related to this cutback is considered to be of a lower confidence level than
established reserves until these studies are completed. The small Larken pit to be mined in 2018 contains only
Inferred resources which require better definition.
The Smarts underground mine is scheduled to produce from 2017 through to 2020. All ore production in 2017
and 2018 and two thirds of production in 2019 is based on Indicated resources. The remaining production in
2019 and all production in 2020 is based on Inferred and unclassified resources. The underground extraction is
considered conceptual as detailed mine planning is required and the production schedule is dependent on a
number of factors including the timely extraction of Smarts 3 pit from where the decline access is to be
developed, and good ground conditions.
Further details of the mine schedule are set out in Section 9.2.
Ore treatment is projected to extend over approximately six years to 2021. A plant throughput of 0.98Mtpa is
forecast through to 2020, after which a reduced year of production is forecast for 2021 as ore supplies become
exhausted. Milled ore grade is forecast to be in the range 4.0- 2.2g/t Au in the initial five operating years with
much lower grade material (0.6g/t Au) being processed in the final year.
Gold and silver recovery of 94% is projected for the mine life.
Capital Costs
The forecast LOM capital costs included in the Project Model including the remaining project development
costs, underground development costs, sustaining capital and exploration expenditure are A$87.4M as
summarised in Table 2.6.
Table 2.6
Summary of Capital Costs (A$M)
Item
Project Development
Underground Development
Sustaining Capital
Exploration Expenditure
Total

2016

2017

2018

2019

15.9
11.6
4.8
32.3

9.0
4.2
4.8
18.0

12.4
4.2
4.8
21.4

2020

4.2
2.6
4.6
11.4

4.2
4.2

LOM Total
4.2
37.3
26.9
19.0
87.4

In addition Troy has advised that the LOM plan includes one raising of the TSF embankment in the 2017/2018
period and that this raising has been estimated at around US$2.4M. This estimate is taken from a Worley
Parsons design report which includes a 15% contingency. BDA notes that these costs have not been included in
the capital cost inputs to the Project Model.
The project development capital costs are the costs of completing the initial project facilities.
The estimate for underground development is based on a preliminary development schedule and a unit
development rate based on historical costs in similar operations elsewhere in South America. BDA considers the
quantities and unit rates to be reasonable and appropriate for a scoping study provided a contingency allowance
is included.
The estimate for sustaining capital includes a nominal allowance for general sustaining capital of US$3.0M per
annum from 2017 onward and an allowance of US$6.0M for the procurement of mining equipment for
underground development. The estimate for general sustaining capital is considered to be reasonable. The
estimate for mining equipment is based on nominal allowances for a typical equipment fleet and, in BDA’s
opinion, is reasonable if a contingency allowance is included.
The estimate of exploration is based on Troy’s preliminary exploration programmes until the end of 2019 and
unit costs experienced in exploration programmes completed to date. The exploration programme is largely
dependent on results, and the requirement, if significant mineralisation is intersected, for detailed follow-up
drilling.
BDA notes that a number of studies including geotechnical assessments and infill drilling will be required for the
development of the Hicks cutback and the underground mine and the cutback will require the diversion of two
water courses. No specific allowance appears to have been made in the capital cost inputs to the Project Model
for these costs.
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All of the estimates have been established in US$ terms and converted to A$ estimates using the exchange rates
forecast in the Project Model.
The estimates were prepared in 2014. BDA understands that cost escalation in Guyana in US$ terms since then
has not been material.
The estimates of capital costs for underground development and the procurement of underground mining
equipment are of scoping study standard. Industry standards for the estimating of capital costs require that a
significant contingency allowance, of the order of 25% to 35% be included in scoping study capital cost
estimates. BDA recommends that an allowance at around the mid-point of this range be included in the
estimates for underground development and underground mining equipment. The 15% contingency included in
the Worley Parsons estimate for the TSF expansion is considered adequate. The sustaining capital costs are
nominal allowances only and, in BDA’s opinion, are likely to be adequate without further contingency.
Operating Costs
Site operating costs as set out in the Troy’s Project Model are shown in Table 2.7.
The unit mining costs for the LOM are A$3.15/t mined (US$2.24/t). Site costs were provided to BDA in US$
and, using the Project Model exchange rate, have been converted to A$. The unit mining costs in January 2016
were A$3.60/t mined (US$2.56/t) compared to a January 2016 budget unit cost of A$3.07/t mined (US$2.18/t).
It is understood that the estimated mine operating costs in the LOM either reflect 2015 actual costs or 2016
budget costs. BDA has requested further detail on the assumptions included in the mining cost estimates.
The current fuel price is around US$0.55/L.
Given the need to improve the overall maintenance record of the fleet and introduction of extra trucks BDA
would anticipate a short term increase in unit costs which should reduce as productivities increase.
The underground mining costs have been estimated from the conceptual mine plan which reflects operating costs
experienced in Troy’s Casposo mine and general experience within the industry in South America. BDA
considers these costs are a reasonable estimate but need some component of contingency given the conceptual
nature of the plan.
Table 2.7
Operating Costs for the Karouni Gold Project
Item
Physicals
O/P Ore Mined
Material Mined
U/g Ore Mined
Ore Milled
Au Production
Costs
O/P Mining
Maintenance
U/G Mining
Milling
G&A
Total Site
Royalty
Refining & Trans
Total Op. Costs
Unit Costs
O/P Mining
U/G Mining
Processing
G&A
Site Costs
Total Op. Cost

Unit

Mt
Mt
Mt
Mt
koz
A$M
A$M
A$M
A$M
A$M
A$M
A$M
A$M
A$M
A$/t mined
A$/t mined
A$/t milled
A$/t milled
A$/t milled
A$/oz Au
A$/t milled

2016
Plan

2017
Plan

2018
Plan

2019
Plan

2020
Plan

2021
Plan

Total
Plan

0.98
8.45
0.00
0.95
114.91

1.15
9.34
0.02
0.98
119.68

0.60
11.93
0.18
0.98
98.11

1.19
7.78
0.45
0.98
105.55

0.00
0.01
0.15
0.98
65.15

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.24
4.49

3.92
37.51
0.81
5.11
507.90

23.19
3.95
0.00
23.77
8.85
59.76
17.74
1.36
78.86

25.65
4.40
2.36
24.25
8.11
64.79
16.40
1.42
82.60

32.77
2.31
18.01
24.25
8.11
85.45
13.69
1.16
100.30

21.38
4.58
41.70
24.25
8.11
100.03
14.89
1.25
116.18

0.02
0.01
14.23
24.32
8.11
46.70
9.77
0.77
57.24

0.00
0.00
0.00
5.84
2.03
7.87
0.58
0.05
8.50

103.00
15.25
76.31
126.69
43.33
364.59
73.08
6.01
443.68

3.21
0.00
25.09
9.35
63.09
520.05
83.25

3.22
108.38
24.72
8.27
66.02
541.32
84.18

2.94
97.99
24.72
8.27
87.08
871.00
102.22

3.34
92.21
24.72
8.27
101.94
947.69
118.40

4.53
94.83
24.72
8.25
47.46
716.73
58.18

0.00
0.00
24.72
8.59
33.30
1,750.46
35.99

3.15
94.45
24.79
8.48
71.33
717.84
86.81

Process operating costs are projected to average A$26.28/t. The costs have been estimated using conventional
methodology and appear to be reasonable but BDA has not been able to examine their derivation in any detail.
Site support costs are estimated to be A$8.48/t over the life of the operation. Again, BDA has not been able to
examine these costs in any detail but, after allowing for allocation of employee travel and accommodation costs
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approximately A$718/oz of gold produced.
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The Project Model total site costs average

Capital Works Implementation
Capital works are generally managed by Troy, supported by specialised consultants and contractors. BDA
understands that management of site project works has been generally effective to date.
No details are provided of the proposed implementation strategy for the development of the underground mine
from conceptual stage through feasibility study to development. Troy has underground mining expertise within
the group and BDA expects the work to be completed by Troy with assistance of external consultants where
appropriate. The development is scheduled to commence in June 2017 and it is important that a schedule for the
preparatory works be developed at an early stage to ensure underground development starts on schedule; there
are risks to the schedule from a number of factors including ground conditions.
Other capital works in the LOM plan include the raising of the TSF which will require similar project
management inputs from Troy and technical input from specialist consultants as for the initial construction.
Water course diversion works for the development of the enlarged Hicks open pit will be required; Troy has
previously managed the diversion of the watercourse at Smarts pit.
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